Grow your startup with Platform Membership - Click here to learn more.
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Guides
We’ve compiled helpful guides to help you find the right resources and support.

Explore all guides
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	Programs
	Events


The Platform Innovation Centre provides welcoming and accessible multi-purpose spaces available for all kinds of events. Explore upcoming events from our community, or learn more about hosting your own event.
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Events


Host an event at the Platform Innovation Centre
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	Insights


Latest Post
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Incubator Feature: Jonah Chininga of Woveo
Jonah Chininga is the Co-Founder and CEO of Woveo, a community wallet for rotating savings and credit building.

Read Post
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	About
	Meet our Community




Follow @PlatformCalgary
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Get connected to Calgary's tech community
If you’re looking to start a career in tech, build your own business, or invest in a local startup, Platform Calgary will connect you with the people and resources you need.
Discover our community
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Made possible by donations from generous Calgarians & with funding from:
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Get Started

Explore all guides
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For Startups
Ideate & Launch

Are you an entrepreneur or part of a startup looking to build, launch, or grow? We can help.
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For Tech Companies
Grow & Scale

Are you a scaling tech-enabled company looking to advance Calgary tech? Get connected.
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For Investors
Invest

Are you looking to invest in a Calgary tech company? Let us help.
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For Ecosystem Builders
Support

Are you a service provider, non-profit or for-profit looking to support local startups? Join our community.
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For Job Seekers
Connect

Are you looking to start or grow a career in tech? Discover something exciting.
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For Youth
Learn

Are you a student or young professional between the ages of 17 and 24? Explore opportunities in tech. 





What's happening
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Global Startup Visa applications are now open.

Are you an international entrepreneur? This program helps growth-stage tech startups bring their startups to Calgary.
Apply now
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Launch and grow in Alberta.

Access to business support, resources and advice to launch and grow your early-stage startup with Alberta Catalyzer.
Learn more
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 The front door to innovation in Calgary. Find your community at the Platform Innovation Centre.
Innovation Centre






Join our community
Explore Community Directory
	Become a Member
Our Members tap into a dynamic community of peers and a network of 120+ partner organizations focused on making Calgary the best place to start and grow a tech company.




	Become a Partner
Our Partners support founders through ideation, growth and scale with investment, talent and industry connections.




	Become a Sponsor
Our Sponsors provide financal support to grow the impact of our events, programs and more.





Explore Community Directory


[image: ]Platform Calgary supports over 1,300 entrepreneurs and 500+ member companies through programs and mentorship, with the help of 120+ ecosystem partners.
More about our impact



Looking to host an event?
The Platform Innovation Centre provides welcoming and accessible 
multi-purpose spaces available for events, conferences, meetings, 
hackathons, and team building.
Learn more
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Recent Insights

Explore all posts
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Incubator Feature: Jonah Chininga of Woveo
Fintech




Jonah Chininga is the Co-Founder and CEO of Woveo, a community wallet for rotating savings and credit building.
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Incubator Feature: Pranjal Dutta of KDIT Solutions 
Business-building




Pranjal Dutta is the President at KDIT Solutions, a startup that provides an integrated cloud platform for enterprise testing and interactive e-learning.
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VMSA: An Accidental Entrepreneur
Community




Learn more about Kristyn's story on the VMSA blog.







Stay Connected
Plug into all things tech and innovation in Calgary. Sign up to get exclusive access to events, resources and startup support. 

I agree to Platform Calgary's Privacy Policy

Thanks for subscribing! You'll get updates to your inbox. 

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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	Platform Innovation Centre
407 9th Ave SE
Calgary, AB T2G 2K7
	1-403-284-6400
	Parking Information 
	Platform Café

	Hours

	Monday - Friday: 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM

The Platform Innovation Centre & Platform Café will be closed from Friday, March 29 - Monday, April 1, 2024.
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Start Here
For Startups
For Tech Companies
For Investors
For Ecosystem Builders
For Job Seekers
For Youth



Programs
Startup Essentials: Startup 101
Startup Essentials: Discover
Alberta Catalyzer
Platform Incubator
Peer-to-Peer Program
Digital Commerce Calgary Fintech Award
10X Future Founders Scholarship
CEO Roundtable
Global Startup Visa
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Land Acknowledgement 
We honour and acknowledge Moh’kinsstis and the traditional Treaty 7 territory and oral practices of the Blackfoot confederacy: Siksika, Kainai, Piikani, as well as the Îyâxe Nakoda and Tsuut’ina nations. We acknowledge that this territory is home to the Métis Nation of Alberta, Region 3 within the historical Northwest Métis homeland. We respect all Nations who live, work, play, innovate and build things on this land, and in so doing honour and celebrate the territory.
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